Outage costs quantification for benefit–cost analysis of distribution automation systems
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Abstract

Deregulation of electric power industry has motivated electricity customers to pay more attention in evaluating both the direct cost of electric service and the monetary value of reliable electric service. This movement has been recognized by the utilities and the value-based aspects are introduced into the planning and design of power systems to consider the outage costs. The value of service reliability that can portray and respond to actual utility and customer impacts as a result of power interruptions plays a major role on justifying whether a distribution automation (DA) system is beneficial or not. However, for the value of service reliability, there are a number of factors that can affect it. To exactly evaluate the service reliability value, two formulas for quantifying the customer interruption costs and utility reduced energy revenues associated with power failures are derived in this paper. The customer types, feeder loads, feeder failure rate, number of switch, restoration time, and repair time are taken into account. The proposed formulas can provide an exact estimate in outages costs of a feeder and their computation is simplified and straightforward. The estimated outage costs can then be used to calculate the reliability improvement benefit of DA systems for the system benefit–cost analysis. A practical DA system implemented by Taiwan Power Company is used to illustrate the proposed formulas and the benefit–cost analysis result is presented. Sensitivity analysis is also performed to reduce the effects of benefit–cost analysis parameters on the analysis result.
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1. Introduction

Today’s energy market that is moving toward an intense price competition has forced electric utilities to face many challenges. One of the major challenges is to increase the market value of services. To provide lower electricity rates for customers, utilities have provided adequate reliability, and reduced its costs of operation, maintenance, and construction. Since distribution networks provide the final link between the bulk transmission system and the customers, it is important to the total electrical supply system. It has been reported that over 80% of customer service interruptions are due to failures in distribution networks. To achieve significant and immediate improvement in the distribution supply reliability and concurrently to enhance the customers service quality, various types of distribution automation (DA) systems are implemented by the utilities worldwide. DA systems have been defined by IEEE as systems that enable an electric utility to monitor, coordinate, and operate distribution network components in real-time mode from remote control centers [1].

DA systems are usually modular and can be implemented in phases to include remote monitoring and control of substations, feeders, and consumer loads. DA systems are built to achieve the goals of operation and maintenance (O&M) cost reduction, capital investment deferment, supply reliability improvement, and operation efficiency.
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enhancement [2,3]. The installation of a DA system requires a large capital investment; therefore, the benefit–cost or economic analysis of DA systems is critical to identify the DA functions that produce significant operational benefits.

Many methods were proposed for the DA economic analysis [4–10]. Ref. [4] proposed a set of general guidelines for evaluating the benefits of various DA functions. Ref. [5] developed a computer program to evaluate the benefits and costs of the DA functions using standard engineering economic methods. A comprehensive methodology and application guidelines were used in [6] to evaluate the DA functions and a master plan was developed to implement the DA system on a system-wide basis. Ref. [7] used a present worth method to determine the savings and costs of the DA functions under considerations and conducted the economic analysis for different combinations of the DA functions by using a cost–benefit analysis method. Reliability worth assessment is currently receiving considerable attention as it provides an opportunity to incorporate the costs or losses incurred by utility customers as results of power failure. A distribution reliability program was used in [8] to evaluate the reliability of supply to the customers. The reliability indices used in justifying capital expenditure were computed and the best option is selected from various available alternatives. Ref. [9] proposed an analytical approach to study the impact of DA on the distribution reliability and used historical outage and customer interruption cost (CIC) data to conduct the DA economic analysis. The unserved-energy costs and momentary-outage costs considering feeder loads and outage duration are determined in [10] to determine which DA functions are beneficial.

The number of switch that is strongly relative to outage duration and outage cost is not considered in the existing outage cost assessment methods. To more exactly quantify the customer interruption costs and utility reduced energy revenues associated with power failures, two outage costs quantification formulas are derived in this paper. The customer types, feeder loads, feeder failure rate, number of switch, restoration time, and repair time following a power failure are the average time for restoration from substation, from other feeders, and fault repair for each power failure, respectively.

The utility reduced energy revenues due to a power failure can be expressed as

$$RR(\$/\text{year}) = \frac{K_d \times \lambda \times I \times L}{n + 1} \times (0.5 \times n \times IC(t_{ss}) + IC(t_{repair}) + 0.5 \times n \times IC(t_{feeder}))$$

where $IC(t)$ is the customer interruption cost per kilowatt ($$/\text{kW}$$). Different customer types have different values of $IC(t)$. $t_{ss}$, $t_{feeder}$, and $t_{repair}$ are the average time for restoration from substation, from other feeders, and fault repair for each power failure, respectively.

The utility reduced energy revenues due to a power failure can be expressed as

$$RR(\$/\text{year}) = \frac{K_d \times \lambda \times I \times L}{n + 1} \times (0.5 \times n \times t_{ss} + t_{repair} + 0.5 \times n \times t_{feeder})$$

where $K_d(\$/\text{kWh})$ is energy cost.

Loads on a distribution feeder vary over a day from morning to evening according to the daily load curves. Network topology may change due to restoration and maintenance. Using specific load values and network topology for CIC and energy revenue calculations are not reasonable, since the interruption event occurring at a distribution feeder cannot be exactly predicted. Nevertheless, from the historical data the average outage data such as outage rate and outage duration etc. can be predicted; therefore, the future interruption cost of a distribution feeder can be predicted by the average load and average outage data. Of course, some complicated stochastic methods such as Monte Carlo simulation can be used to more exactly predict the interruption cost; however, they are more time-consuming and are not used in this paper. In (1) and (2), the customer interruption costs and utility reduced energy revenues are computed not only on the basis of customer types, feeder outage rate, average load, number of switch, and feeder length, but also on the basis of restoration time and repair time following a power failure. The annual expected values of utility energy revenue losses and the customer interruption cost before and after DA systems implementation are computed by using (1) and (2). Therefore,
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